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Abstract

The Islamic Law on Family and Inheritance of 1946 was enforced only in the four southern provinces of Thailand consisting of Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala and Satun Provinces. Islamic law applies only to the plaintiff, defendant or applicant who submits a request must be Muslim. The problem of law enforcement consists of the lack of clarity in the terms of membership of the Provincial Islamic Committee in the 1997 Law on the Administration of Islamic Organizations. The problem of setting the condition that requires Datok Qadi to be alone in deciding matters of Islamic law. Datok Qadi’s decision is absolute and cannot be appealed. The problem of limiting the enforcement of Islamic law can only be enforced in court. Solving the problem in avoiding the legal inconsistency can be done by expanding the enforcement of family and inheritance law outside the court. In addition, there is also a need for legal reform, both the Islamic Law on Family and Inheritance of 1946 and the 1997 Law on Administration of Islamic Organizations which are clearer.
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INTRODUCTION

Before outlining the problem of enforcing Islamic family and inheritance laws in Thailand, we first describe the general condition of the Thai state and the related positions and institutions at a glance. Thailand is divided into 77 provinces with a population of approximately 66,186,727 people. A democratic form of government with a constitutional monarchy system. This system of government recognizes the king as head of state, but does not hold concurrent positions as head of government. The majority of Thailand's population is Buddhist, Muslim, Christian, and Hindu in order. Islam ranks second after Buddhism. The Muslim population mostly lives in the four southern border provinces of Thailand namely; Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala and Satun provinces.

In enforcing Islamic Family and Inheritance law in Thailand, there are related positions or institutions, such as the Mosque and the Mosque Islamic Committee consisting...
of imams, preachers and Bilal. In addition to the Provincial Islamic Committee, the Provincial Islamic Committee Office which is regulated in the 1997 Law on Administration of Islamic Organizations. In addition, the community also asks for scientific assistance from teachers at Islamic boarding schools, baba (KH) and ustaz in solving legal problems related to families and Islamic heritage.

**DISCUSSION**

Islam has always been synonymous with justice, especially in terms of justice. Since the prophet Adam (AS) was created by God as the first father of mankind, even until the last messenger of the prophet Muhammad (SAW) besides being the messenger of Allah, he is also a judge who has principles of justice and fairness. According to the Qur'an Surah Yunus verse 47 means: Every prophet has a messenger; so when their messenger arrives, a judgment will be made between them with justice and they will not be wronged. And in Surah An-Nisa' verse 58, it means: and (ordering you) when setting the law between humans so that you judge fairly.

The history of Islamic law enforcement in Thailand dates back to the Sukhothai, Ayutthaya and early Rattanakosin eras. At that time the administrative policy of the area known as the southern border province was in the form of a district. Islamic law at that time had a position in determining community relations in the district. Where the federal government does not adopt the principles of civil law generally enforced in the district. During the reign of King Rama V, although the use of Islamic law remained, later the city planning guidelines were revised but the government continued to use Islamic law which later became the basis for the use of Islamic law to this day.

History shows that Islamic family and inheritance law in Thailand was first enforced since 1901 under the rule of the seven district government, RE0 120, Chapter 32 states that “all laws must be enforced both criminally and civilly. But civil law related to Islam both regarding husband and wife and inheritance, where the person is the plaintiff, defendant or applicant who submits a request to use Islamic law in judgment by using Datok Qodi who is knowledgeable and respected in Islam as a judge according to Islamic law. “The use of Islamic law in Thailand only applies to the four southern border provinces of Thailand. Islamic family and inheritance laws were implemented until 1943 between the Second World War period. After the replacement of the new prime minister by Marshal Plaek (Por.) Phibunsongkhram, who had a high degree of nationalism, so that everyone should share the same language, culture and territory. This situation caused the use of Islamic law in the four provinces to be canceled again. Since then all citizens, including Muslims, must be under civil and commercial law, using family and inheritance laws like people of other faiths.

In 1946 there was a change in the new government, causing a policy change to reinstate Islamic law in four provinces by enacting the Islamic Law Act in the provinces
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of Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala and Satun. The use of Islamic law only consists of seven articles where the essence is in article 3 and article 4 as follows: Article 3 “in civil decisions on Islamic family and inheritance in courts of first instance in the provinces of Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala and Satun which where the plaintiff, defendant or person who submits a request to be Muslim can use Islamic law regarding family and inheritance as a substitute for the provisions of the Civil and Commercial Code. Except for the provisions regarding the age of inheritance” and Article 4 "in the trial at the first instance according to Article 3 one of the Datok Qadi sits with a judge. Datok Qadi has the power and obligation to decide Islamic law and sign the sentence of decisions that are decided according to that decision.”

The use of the Islamic Law on Family and Inheritance in Thailand is limited to the four southern provinces. However, when compared with the Provincial Islamic Committee Offices throughout Thailand, there are 34 provinces. The existence of the Islamic Law on Family and Inheritance is to win the hearts of the Muslim community in the Provinces of Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala and Satun. The reality of the settlement of cases related to family and inheritance law is not yet complete and clear. People are more likely to come looking for scholars, master teachers and ustadz rather than going to court. In making a judgment there are four terms of judges in a court of law, namely; 1. Judge 2. Senior Judge 3. Assistant Judge, and 4. Datok Qadi. However, there are 2 terms that have direct authority in conducting courts related to Islamic family and inheritance law as follows;

1. Judge: must be elected by the Judiciary Committee of the Court and appointed by His Majesty the King, in addition to having the required qualifications such as having Thai citizenship from birth. At least 25 years old, experience has been a Thai lawyer at least 2 years, work experience in the field of law, applicants must pass written exams and oral exams in accordance with the rules determined by the Judiciary Committee of the Court. After passing the qualification examination they will be appointed as assistant judges. after being trained as an assistant judge for at least 1 year, if approved by the Judicial Committee of the Court of Justice, he will be appointed as a court judge for not less than 3 years. Then he was appointed as a Court Judge of the first level, but before serving as a judge he had to pledge allegiance to the King first.

2. Datok Qadi: Laws on the Use of Islamic Law in the Provinces of Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala and Satun, 1946. Provided that Islamic law on family and inheritance can be applied instead of the Civil and Commercial Law. In Islamic family and inheritance trials in courts of first instance in the provinces of Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala and Satun. The plaintiff, defendant or applicant making a request in a non-dispute case must only be Muslim. In such a case the judge and Datok Qadi will sit together in the trial. Datok Qadi must be at least 30 years old and understand the Thai language at a predetermined level and have a good knowledge of religion and Islamic law.

ENFORCEMENT OF ISLAMIC LAW ABOUT FAMILY AND HEIRTH IN THAILAND
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The enforcement of Islamic law on family and inheritance in 1946, is a special characteristic of Islamic law. Whereas Islamic law is not only about family and inheritance, but includes all laws such as commercial law, civil law, commercial law, criminal law, and civil and criminal procedural law. Because the roots of Islamic culture come from a race or ethnic group from the Middle East who has talent in trade or business. The nature of the law is quite comprehensive and perfect. The application of other laws is very difficult compared to family and inheritance law which regulates legal relations originating in family ties such as marriage, guardianship in marriage, divorce, inheritance, heirs, and the amount of inheritance distribution.

Before discussing the problems in the enforcement of Islamic law, Thailand has the 1997 Law on Administration of Islamic Organizations which regulates Islamic administration in relation to family and inheritance. Starting from marriage, marriage contracts, issuing marriage certificates, etc. In the 1997 Law on Administration of Islamic Organizations, it regulates the membership, authority and duties of Islamic Committees starting from the local level, namely mosques where in chapter 5 on the "Islamic Mosque Committee" that;

Article 35 The Mosque Islamic Committee has the following powers and duties; paragraph (7) Compromise of disputes between mosque congregations upon request.

In addition, in chapter 4 on the "Islamic Provincial Committee" that; Article 23 Every province with a Muslim population of not less than three mosques under article 13 of the “Central Islamic Committee of Thailand” shall declare that the province has a Islamic Provincial Committee whose members are not less than nine but not more than thirty members. The Election of the Islamic Provincial Committee, assigned that the Ministry of Home Affairs determine that the imam of the mosque in the province will be elected in accordance with the provisions and procedures set out in the Ministry Regulation. The board of directors will elect a co-director to serve as chairman of the board, vice-chairman, secretary, and other necessary positions. The Ministry of Home Affairs will announce the list of persons elected as chairman of the council, vice chair, secretary and Provincial Islamic Committee in the state gazette.

Article 24 Members of the Islamic Provincial Committee must have the qualifications and not have the following prohibited characteristics:

(1) is not less than thirty years old;
(2) be a Thai Muslim from birth;
(3) have a good understanding of Islam;
(4) strictly observe Islamic commands;
(5) maintain good relations with all religions;
(6) etc.

Article 26. In a province that has an Islamic Provincial Committee, it has the following powers and duties:

(1) provide advice and opinions on Islam to provincial governors;
(2) supervising and inspecting the operations of the Islamic Mosque Committee in other provinces and provinces assigned by the Central Islamic Committee of Thailand;
(3) compromise or decide on the request for a complaint from the mosque congregation which considers it unfair from the Islamic Mosque Committee;
(4) supervise the election of the Islamic Mosque Committee so that it is organized;
(5) consider the appointment and dismissal of the Islamic Committee of the Mosque;
(6) investigate and consider the dismissal of members of the Islamic Mosque Committee under article 40 (4);
(7) ordered members of the Islamic Mosque Committee to suspend their duties while being interrogated;
(8) consider the establishment, relocation, integration and dissolution of mosques;

---

(9) appoint people who act in the positions of Imam, Khatib and Bilal when those positions are vacant;
(10) issue marriage and divorce certificates according to Islamic provisions;
(11) Compromise of family and inheritance disputes according to Islamic law upon request;
(12) preparing for property registration, documents and income and expense accounts of the Islamic Provincial Committee Office must be accurate, complete and up-to-date. and reports on performance, financial status and assets to the annual Thailand Central Islamic Committee in March;
(13) issue announcements and endorsements regarding Islamic affairs in the provinces.

From the authority and duties of both the Islamic Mosque Committee and the Islamic Provincial Committee, there is little clarity in carrying out related tasks such as paragraph (10) issuing marriage and divorce certificates according to Islamic provisions. Initially the task of issuing marriage and divorce certificates should have been carried out at the Islamic Provincial Committee level, but in practice the Mosque Islamic Committee was handled. The implementation process is so easy both in terms of the marriage contract and getting a marriage certificate, as well as divorce and divorce certificates. If this is done according to the law that the Islamic Provincial Committee is handled, maybe the husband and wife have to go to the Islamic Provincial Committee Office in a more procedural manner or it may be in another form but on condition that it is through a representative from the Islamic Provincial Committee that handles it.

**ISLAMIC LAW ENFORCEMENT PROBLEMS IN THAILAND**

Problems related to the settlement of Islamic law regarding family and inheritance in Thailand are as follows;

1. The lack of clarity in the terms of membership of the Islamic Provincial Committee in the 1997 Law on Administration of Islamic Organizations, especially in article 24 that paragraph (3) is a person who has a good understanding of Islam. In this case, it is not clear which academic qualification or level of education in the field of religion, is it enough to have studied at an Islamic boarding school only or must pass a bachelor's degree. This issue has an impact on policy decisions and compromises on family and community inheritance disputes.

2. Limiting the number of representatives of the Islamic Provincial Committee who have knowledge and expertise in dispute compromise. Article 26 in provinces that have a Islamic Provincial Committee, that the Islamic Provincial Committee has the authority and duties as; paragraph (11) Compromise of family and inheritance disputes according to Islamic law upon request. The Islamic Provincial Committee will appoint one of the members of the Islamic Committee to be the chair in the dispute compromise. However, for the election of a person as a representative in the dispute compromise, all members of the Islamic Committee have the right to do so. However, on that condition that must have a knowledge and expertise in compromising the dispute.

3. Stipulation of conditions that require Datok Qadi to be alone in deciding matters of Islamic law. Datok Qadi's decision is absolute and cannot be appealed. The decision is considered final as a comprehensive process without having to carry out re-examination.
4. Restrictions on the enforcement of Islamic law that can only be enforced in courts. The legal inconsistency arises from the law in article 3 of the Law on the Use of Islamic Law which states that the use of Islamic law in the provincial courts is only in the four southern border provinces. So there are legal inconsistencies arising from cases of marriage, divorce and inheritance. The marriage of an Islamic husband and wife who is married according to Islamic law and at the same time is registered at the district office under the Civil and Commercial Code. The inconsistency of the law arises when the couple is divorced according to Islamic law, but the two do not go to register the divorce under the Civil and Commercial Code, even though the couple is divorced according to Islamic law.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

The problem of ambiguity in the requirements for membership of the Islamic Provincial Committee in the 1997 Law on Administration of Islamic Organizations, especially in article 24 that paragraph (3) is a person who has a good understanding of Islam. In addition, there is the problem of limiting the number of representatives of the Islamic Provincial Committee who have knowledge and expertise in dispute compromise. Article 26 in a province that has an Islamic Provincial Committee, that the Islamic Provincial Committee has the following powers and duties; paragraph (11) Compromise of family and inheritance disputes according to Islamic law upon request. The Islamic Provincial Committee will appoint one member of the Islamic Committee to be the chairman in the dispute compromise, but for the election of representatives in the dispute compromise all members of the Islamic Committee are entitled to do so. However, on condition that they must have knowledge and expertise in compromising the dispute. In solving this problem, the writer is of the opinion that if it is determined that the minimum educational level of academic qualifications for membership of the Provincial Islamic Committee in the 1997 Law on Administration of Islamic Organizations is very important. This is in accordance with the opinion of Manoon Maneewit that it is necessary to set a clear level of education, because in a dispute compromise it is absolutely necessary for people who have knowledge, especially in law in accordance with Islamic principles. This situation, when compared to the nature of the compromiser of family cases according to the Civil Code and Commerce which is regulated in article 1 that "education graduates must have no less than a bachelor's degree or equivalent and have experience in case mediation of not less than 3 years or graduate education of not less from Mathayom or equivalent and have experience in case mediation of not less than 5 years.” In addition, the minimum age also needs to be revised because Article 24 of the 1997 Law on the Administration of Islamic Organizations stipulates that the minimum age for the Islamic Provincial Committee is not less than 30 years. But for the compromise of family cases according to the Civil and Commercial Code, the age is not less than 40 years.

---
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Therefore, the authors suggest that it is time that the law needs to be revised so that limitations in terms of academic qualifications, especially for dispute compromise interpreters, need to be determined that they must pass education in the field of sharia or Islamic law. So that the Islamic Provincial Committee has a good understanding of Islam. Now many institutions are open to teach in the field of Sharia or Islamic law, both abroad such as the Middle East or ASEAN countries such as Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, and Indonesia. Domestic institutions, especially in the south of Thailand, have 3 universities that have opened majors in Sharia or Islamic law, including Prince Songkla University, Pattani Campus, "12 Naradhiwat Rajanagarindra University "13 and Fatoni University "14.

The problem of determining the conditions that require Datok Qadi to be alone in deciding matters of Islamic law. Datok Qadi's decision is absolute and cannot be appealed. Where the decision is considered final as a comprehensive process without having to do a re-examination. However, if there is an error in the decision will cause a unilateral loss. In this case, if the guilt is proven, then the suspect or the court cannot resolve the problem again. If we observe the principle of justice according to the Constitution of the Constitutional Court in article 25 it states that "in the court of first instance a single judge as a composition of judges has the authority to deal with cases under the jurisdiction of the court as follows"

(1) investigate and decide cases or requests submitted to the court in all cases;
(2) investigate and order in order to be safe;
(3) investigate the causes of action and order in criminal cases;

From the court process and deciding cases according to the Constitution, the Constitutional Court is still determined the role must be investigated and the task is also limited. When compared with the judge's decision using Datok Qadi alone, if there is an error in the decision, it cannot resolve the problem again. In this case the author's view needs to be revised the law at least in terms of the minimum number of judges as many as 2 people, namely Datok Qadi accompanied by his deputy in deciding cases. If Datok Qadi decides a case that is not allowed, then Datok Qadi's assistant may have a different view.

Problems with restrictions on the enforcement of Islamic law which can only be enforced in courts and legal inconsistencies arising from cases of marriage, divorce and inheritance. The marriage of an Islamic married couple who is married according to Islamic law and at the same time is registered at the district office under the Civil and Commercial Code. The inconsistence of the law arises when the couple is divorced according to Islamic law, but the two do not go to register the divorce under the Civil and Commercial Code, even though the couple is divorced according to Islamic law. They are still considered husband and wife according to the Civil and Commercial Code. If the case is brought to court, it is certain that Datok Qadi will decide that the marriage has ended according to Islamic law. But the concern is whether Datok Qadi's power to break the marriage according to the Civil and Commercial Code has ended? The answer is that Datok Qadi does not have the power to do so. As long as the spouse has not been registered for divorce according to the Civil and Commercial Code. "15

(4) etc.

12 Prince of Songkla University, Pattani Campus, terletak di Provinsi Pattani
13 Princess of Naradhiwas University, terletak di Provinsi Narathiwat
14 Fatoni University, terletak di Provinsi Pattani.

15 Muhammadzakee Cheha, op.cit, hlm. 79-80.
16 Article 1514 of the Civil and Commercial Code states that "divorce can only be carried out with the consent of both parties. or by a judge's decision.
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Article 1501 of the Civil and Commercial Code stipulates that a marriage is terminated with a cause; death, divorce or court repeal. In addition, in filing a divorce suit in court, the couple must file a reason for divorce as stipulated in article 1516 of the Civil and Commercial Code. Datok Qadi’s decision was not mentioned as one of the reasons for filing for divorce. Therefore, it can be said that the husband and wife cannot file for divorce by referring to Datok Qadi’s decision. But it can be claimed for divorce for other reasons, for example husband or wife intentionally left the other party for more than one year, etc. Thus the case had to wait a full year before filing a lawsuit even though the marriage had long since ended according to Islamic law. This also has an impact on the distribution of inheritance and plans to remarry. The solution to the problem to avoid this legal inconsistency can be done by expanding the enforcement of family and inheritance law outside the court.

CONCLUSION

Islamic family and inheritance laws in Thailand were first enacted since 1901 under the rule of the seven district governments of R.E. 120. Now the Islamic law on family and inheritance of 1946 is enforced only in the four southern provinces of Thailand. Article 3 in civil decisions on family and Islamic inheritance in courts of first instance in Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala and Satun provinces. The plaintiff, defendant or applicant submitting the request must be Muslim. Can use Islamic law regarding family and inheritance as a substitute for the provisions of the Civil and Commercial Code. However, there are the following problems; lack of clarity in terms of membership of the Islamic Provincial Committee in the 1997 Law on the Administration of Islamic Organizations. The problem of setting conditions that require Datok Qadi to be alone in deciding matters of Islamic law. Datok Qadi’s decision is absolute and cannot be appealed. The problem of limiting the enforcement of Islamic law which can only apply in court. Therefore, there is no other way to solve this problem other than expanding law enforcement, especially Islamic law on family and inheritance outside the court as well. In addition, there is a need for legal reforms, both the Islamic Law on Family and Inheritance in 1946 and the 1997 Law on Administration of Islamic Organizations which are more perfect.

The divorce agreement must be in writing and signed by at least two witnesses.
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